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Hi! We're Jos and John from Silkwood
Traders.

For 16 years we've been suppliers of high 
quality, fairly traded, traditional Vietnamese 
lacquerware.

We started our business because we both
fell in love with the amazing colours, quality
and textures of so many beautiful
Vietnamese handicrafts that were based on
traditions handed down over centuries. 

We felt as though we wanted to display those pieces in our home, and so it
was decided that we would make it our mission to bring those unique
handicrafts to the attention of others. too.

On a day to day basis we now delight our many customers with their
bespoke, beautiful and robust lacquer pieces. But our dedication to
uncovering the unique doesn't stop there! Instead we've created this guide
of the top unique homeware products bound to bring a touch of
personality and uniqueness to your home in 2021. 

We hope you enjoy it as much as we did making it. 

A foreword from us

Jos, Jon (and Trixie the dog!) 
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Yes, it really balances and no, there's no chance of spillage! These might be just some of the things
you find yourselves telling amazed guests.

The wooden lacquer wine holder delights with its trickery. Simply place it on a flat surface
ensuring the hole is facing upright. Then gently place the neck of the bottle through the hole,
make sure it feels secure, and just slowly let go!

Made from sustainably sourced harvested lacquer and wood composite fibreboard, each wine
holder is dutifully trialled and tested to ensure it balances. Finally, it is hand painted with layer
upon layer of lacquer over a period of 2 months. 

This unique layering process is what gives the wine holder its glossy shine, as well as the
robustness to handle all of life's little knocks and bumps - without spilling the wine!

Wooden Lacquer Wine Holder1.
We understand that we may sound like proud parents, but if you're looking to give your guests a
talking point, why look any further than this wooden lacquer wine holder?

Perfect For: Kitchens, dining rooms, conservatories and orangeries.
Find it at: silkwoodtraders.com

https://silkwoodtraders.com/shop/c/lacquer-wine-bottle-holders
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The Cloudy Day Toilet Paper Storage Holder looks like something you would be able to find in the
Sims™ video game franchise, but instead it promises to be a talking point. 

Reviews of this unique homeware piece regularly attest to it drawing laughter or comments from
guests and visitors, so it’s bound to be a topic of conversation, or to draw a smile on a grey day.

Made out of concrete with wall mount attaches, it’s recommended to place at least 8 rolls in the
holder to get its full effect. 

Designer of the piece, Frenchman Bertrand Jayr, alludes to his inspiration being the obsession
with softness that surrounds toilet tissue. Hence his creation of the Cloudy Day Toilet Paper
Storage Holder that draws on similarities with soft, fluffy clouds. 

2. Cloudy Day Toilet Paper Storage Holder
After toilet paper shortages became national news following the 2020 COVID-19 global pandemic, it
would be remiss not to mention them in this 2021 guide!

Perfect For: Bathrooms, en-suites and utility or storage rooms
Find it at: uncommongoods.com

https://www.uncommongoods.com/product/cloudy-day-toilet-paper-storage
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The rise of sustainability to preserve the planet, alongside a growing demand for "cottagecore"
has produced a brand new homeware trend: French antiques.

'Cottagecore' refers to the interior design theme of rustic farmhouse cottages, surrounded by
fields and draped in antique artefacts like thick oak dressers, heavy wooden tables and of course,
breadboards.

It's no surprise then that within the French antique aesthetic, commonly searched items are
patinated mirrors, farmhouse style linens and of course, ornamental kitchen accessories like the
ones pictured here.

These vintage breadboards are made from reclaimed wood first crafted in the 1970s, and come
straight from a French restaurant supply house. They’re sustainable, recyclable, and bound to give
just a hint of European dining elegance to your mealtime presentation. 

3. French Antique Breadboard
According to image sharing and social media site, Pinterest, searches for second hand have risen by
364%. French antiques is just one of those sub-searches continuing to rise.

Perfect For: Kitchens, dining rooms
Find it at: frenchgardenhouse.com

https://newsroom.pinterest.com/en/post/pinterest-100-the-top-trends-to-inspire-and-try-in-2020
https://frenchgardenhouse.com/item_7248/Antique-French-Large-Round-Breadboard-with-Writing.htm
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Geometric has always featured heavily in contemporary design. Usually it can be found in
paintings and posters with either Nordic or Scandinavian details, such as the heads of stags and
landscapes of mountain rages.

Now, thanks to a Brazilian architect duo, Luisa + Lilian Parrado, geometric greenery shelves are
being hastily bought by millennials looking for minimalistic and contemporary designs. 

The frame is comprised of steel tubes held together with polypropylene string, whilst the actual
shelves used to hold the plants are made from solid concrete.

The backing for the wall eventually resembles an incomplete hexagon and each unit is
comprised of two shelves housed upon a prism-like frame.

4. Geometric Greenery Shelves
The 2020 COVID-19 Global Pandemic saw a rise in the amount of indoor and outdoor plants purchased as
people desperately tried to bring the outside, inside. In 2021, expect to see a rise in shelving to house those
plants.

Perfect For: Outdoor or indoor walls, patios, living areas, balconies,
bathrooms
Find it at: trendhunter.com

https://www.trendhunter.com/trends/plant-display
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The barometer is ethically and sustainably sourced as each piece is entirely handmade!
Combining both science and artistry, It uses traditional techniques dating back over 400 years to
tell the weather. 

If the atmospheric pressure is high - a sign of good weather ahead - the black liquid in the swans
neck retreats and sits much lower in the curvature. When the atmosphere is low - a sign of bad
or changeable weather - the liquid rises. 

The swan's body is made of Borosilicate glass (a type of glass containing boron trioxide that
makes it resistant to drastic temperature changes) whilst food dye mixed with vinegar makes up
the liquid inside.

A unique piece guaranteed to be a talking point if the weather changes whilst your guests are
there, and a timeless way to prepare for the unpredictable weather.

5. Weather Predicting Black Swan

Perfect For: Living rooms, dining rooms, coffee tables and orangeries

Find it at: uncommongoods.com

If you're looking to escape virtual home assistants, why not throw it back to tradition and use an old-school
barometer?

https://www.uncommongoods.com/product/weather-predicting-black-swan
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These metallic red wooden lacquer vases provide a vibrant splash of colour in any room, decorated in any
theme.

Made from jackfruit tree wood and with layers of lacquer applied over a period of three months, the vase
benefits from an incredible depth of colour and glossy sheen. 

Each piece is an exquisite work of art with fine attention to detail showcasing traditional Vietnamese
craftsmanship and skills passed down through the centuries. Available in 3 sizes – 25cm, 35cm, and 45cm.
Ideally suited for dried or artificial flowers.

Not only are the vases striking in colour, they're both sustainable and ethically sourced. The jackfruit tree is
a naturally reoccurring tree, providing wood materials, dye for clothing, glue and food sources for goats.

6. Colourful Lacquer Wood Vase

Perfect For: Living rooms, dining rooms and conservatories

Find it at: silkwoodtraders.com

Bright, bold colour schemes are predicted to be back in in 2021 as people seek out colours that promote
both life and optimism. Bright homeware pieces make the perfect complements.

https://silkwoodtraders.com/shop/wooden-lacquer-slender-vases-hot-cherry-red
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Currently a best seller across a number of different homeware sites, these pieces of Sand Art
give your office environment a touch of nature, and a sense of calm tranquility.

Those who own pieces of Sand Art allude to getting lost in its ever-changing artistic creations,
hailing it as a mesmerising and therapeutic piece of art. 

Simply place the item on a flat surface, and watch as light, dark and golden coloured grains of
sand descend, shift and transform into a variety of landscapes, including oceans, clouds,
mountains, rains and even deserts.

 The crafts are made from glass, rubber, sand, beech wood, and manufacturers recommend
against placing them in direct sunlight.

7. Deep Sea Sand Art

Perfect For: Offices, bedrooms, studys

Find it at: movingsandart.com

As a majority of the workforce moved into cramped, or otherwise unsuitably designed, home offices at the
beginning of 2020, the rise in therapeutic pieces of art or desk accents rose.

https://movingsandart.com/
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8. Lion Finger Bowl

Perfect For: Dining rooms, coffee tables

Find it at: theshopfloorproject.com

The dominating trend for 2020 has been one of sustainability and thriftiness. Part of that search has
focused almost exclusively on handmade items for their natural one-off style. 

Lovingly handcrafted by Danish ceramicist Rebecca Edelmann the Lion Serving Bowl is inspired
by Fairs held on the River Thames. These fairs were held during the 17th and 19th centuries
when the temperature would plummet so much that the river would freeze over!

A traditional dinner table item in European countries like Greece and Italy, the finger bowl
follows a fruit course or main meal. It is half filled with tap water and is designed to clean the
hands before the next course.

As unique, antique items continue to surge in popularity for homeowners who are looking to add
interesting, original and sustainably curated looks to their homes, these handmade pieces are
experiencing a resurgence in popularity.

Made from hand built stoneware and textured with white lustre glaze, this minimalistic piece
deserves to become a dinnertime staple piece.

https://theshopfloorproject.com/products/lion-serving-bowl
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